German contrapuntal style in the hands of Bach contemporaneous with the development of the early Classical symphony by younger composers such as G. B. Sammartini and Johann Stamitz. Fallows invites further exploration of stylistic and notational continuities in the fifteenth century. In this article I take up the second part of his challenge by considering further evidence for the use of unusual mensuration signs in sources from well into the second half of the fifteenth century.
While it is evident that musicians in fifteenth-century western Europe achieved a degree of stability in the notation of measured polyphonic music compared to the notational practices of the previous two centuries, researchers continue to discover diverse notational processes in surviving sources. By notational processes I refer in general to the formation and significance of written signs in musical notation, thereby encompassing both notational palaeography and notational semiology. Mensuration signs, indicating the division of musical time into discrete units, have been one such area of continued enquiry. In the past thirty years or so our understanding of these signs in fifteenth-century notation has changed notably with regard to diminution, so-called 'cut signs', and the relation of various signs to one another in the measuring of musical time.
2 Surviving sources continue to challenge our knowledge of mensural notation and, to some extent, a tendency to boil down complexes of local scribal practices into a historical narrative of West European notational development. In this article I explore the practice of using unusual mensuration signs as signatures (several of which have not been discussed before now) to indicate proportional relationships in musical sources from the period c.1400 to c.1475. In surveying this rich and complex period in Western music history, my task is not to argue for continuity in notational practice. Rather it is to explore those discontinuities that manifest themselves in the face of apparent notational continuities in sources datable to the first three quarters of the fifteenth century. This account therefore augments and in some ways complicates scholarship's overall picture of fifteenth-century notational practice. widespread attention to the Missa L'Ardant desir thanks to an article published in this journal in which he explored compositional and notational processes, discussed issues of attribution, and presented several short transcriptions of selected portions, including the first part and later portions of the Confiteor.
4 As I will demonstrate, my reading (and indeed Eakins's reading) of the first sixteen breves of the Confiteor of the Missa L'Ardant desir, shown as a diplomatic transcription in Ex. 1, differs in a number of ways from Wegman's. 5 My solution, derived from empirically tested principles, improves upon Wegman's version insofar as it is more internally consistent and involves fewer changes to the manuscript reading. 6 The reading shown here contains only one emendation: the first two minims in b. 10 of the Alto are read a third higher than they appear in the manuscript on account of the dissonance produced by the second minim (originally d, now f) in the original reading. 7 This trivial emendation is plausible and compares favourably with the complex of three emendations that Wegman proposes for Alto and Bass in bb. 10^11 of his reading of the Confiteor. As further evidence in support of the proposed reading in bb. 10^11, the counterpoint formed by the Alto and Bass in relation to the cantus firmus mirrors that found in the corresponding section of the first Kyrie of the same mass (see Ex. 2). . 5 In the opening in CS 51, the unlabelled Cantus is located at the top of the verso leaf; the Tenor is beneath the Cantus; the unlabelled Alto occurs at the top of the recto leaf and the Bass (labelled Basis) on the bottom right-hand side. Throughout the Missa L'Ardant desir, the Cantus, Alto, and Bass voices are provided with colourful Greek-based labels ramalogia, pentonans, antiptongus, bariboans, epitroporosus, and tripibolizacus: Unlike the imperfect time of the Confiteor, the mensuration of the cantus firmus in the first Kyrie is perfect time ( ). 9 Despite this difference, the Kyrie's contrapuntal fabric from the end of b. 9 until the end of b. 10 is virtually identical in the lower three EX. 1. Anon., Confiteor of the Missa L'Ardant desir, bb. 1^17 9 Throughout this article I use English forms of the names of the four basic mensurations as follows: perfect time with major prolation ¼ tempus perfectum prolationis majoris; perfect time with minor prolation ¼ tempus perfectum prolationis minoris; imperfect time with major prolation ¼ tempus imperfectum prolationis majoris; imperfect time with minor prolation ¼ tempus imperfectum prolationis minoris. Perfect time consists of breves containing three semibreves, imperfect time two semibreves; prolation, i.e. the division of the semibreve, is major or minor depending on whether a semibreve contains three or two minims respectively. EX. 2. Kyrie I of the Missa L'Ardant desir, bb. 7^13 voices to that found in bb. 10^11 of the Confiteor. This alone supports the reading of the Bass in bb. 10^11 of the Confiteor presented here. The close resemblance of the counterpoint when the cantus firmus enters (b. 7 in both cases), the presence of the same sweeping descent through the fifth in the Cantus (Kyrie, bb. 9^11; Confiteor, bb. 10^11), and the use of contrapuntal lines in the Bass and Alto of the Kyrie (shown in Ex. 2 surrounded by dashed boxes) that subsequently appear instead in the Cantus of the Confiteor in the same relative positions in relation to the cantus firmus, support the conclusion that the reading of the Confiteor provided here operates within a highly similar contrapuntal framework imposed upon the cantus firmus in the first Kyrie.
A sticking point when it comes to reading the Confiteor is the presence of unusual signs in three out of four voices within its first fifteen imperfect breves. In this short space, eighteen signsçsome common, some rareçare encountered across all four voices. Table 1 lists the signs found in the Cantus, Alto, and Bass in the first fifteen breves of the Confiteor, excluding imperfect time with minor prolation ( ) signs. The tenor is written in imperfect time with minor prolation throughout using standard white note shapes: the minim ( ), the semibreve ( ), the breve ( ), and the long ( ). Several signs in Table 1 occur rarely or in no other source from the last quarter of the fifteenth century, although some appear to varying degrees in sources from the early fifteenth century until the end of the sixteenth century. 10 The right-hand column of Table 1 provides a series of equivalences illustrating graphically relationships between either minims or semibreves in each mensuration in relation to the underlying imperfect time with minor prolation. While I shall discuss some of these signs in greater detail below, the following general principles are at work in this piece:
(1) Reversed signs and proportion their semibreves to semibreves in . They and cancel prior proportional signs. (2) Coloration indicates a 3:2 (sesquialtera) relationship brought about either by imperfection or by proportion, contingent on the prevailing mensuration.
(3) Semibreve equivalence is observed between and .
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The most unusual and interesting signs found in the Alto and Bass of the Confiteor consist of one mensuration sign placed on top of another. These signs have not been adequately explained up to now, thus a focus here upon their meaning and evidence of their use in earlier notation is warranted. They should not be confused with composite (modus cum tempore) signatures.
12 Nor should they be mistaken for the stacks of mensuration signs found at the beginning of the tenors of fifteenth-century motets that indicate successive mensural transformations of each repeat of a melody or the need to repeat a section of music. 13 Similarly, because they consist of two mensuration signs, sometimes with an added arabic numeral, and not a single mensuration sign accompanied by one or two arabic numerals, they do not fall into the category of composite signatures discussed by the music theorists from the second half of the fifteenth century.
14 For those reasons, these signs might be referred to as double signatures.
In relation to the double signatures in the Missa L'Ardant desir, Wegman states: 'I have been able to interpret the composite signatures logically and consistently only by assuming that the top signs apply to the first two notes of the music written under them, and the bottom signs to the remainder.'
15 He therefore reads in bar 8 of the Alto what can only be understood as a pair of diminished perfect longs governed by at the additional proportion of 6:1 followed by a pair of imperfect diminished longs governed by . In bar 10 of the Bass he reads two semibreves under followed by a minim rest (added silently) and two minims (emended from semibreves, again silently) in a 3:2 proportion under . His reading of the first double signature in b. 6 of the Alto is identical in its substance to that shown in Ex. 1. A different interpretation is offered here. Double signatures indicate a proportion by combining two mensuration signs that each represent distinct quantities. The topmost sign also determines the mensuration for the following notes. The double signature consisting of simple mensuration signs and indicates a proportion at the minim. The use of a stroke to produce so-called cut signs and appears to require that the proportion operate at the semibreve level. Each mensuration sign, when used in a double signature in the Confiteor, effectively represents a quantity of semibreves or minims, such that equals three semibreves, equals two semibreves, equals six minims and equals four minims. Based upon this understanding, double signatures in the Confiteor indicate the following proportions:
(1) ¼ 3 semibreves to 2 semibreves (2) 6 ¼ 2 semibreves to 3 semibreves, with an addition proportioning of 6 to every 1 semibreve within the first proportion, that is 12 to 3 semibreves overall. The figure 6 denotes longs as perfect within the prevailing mensuration (3) ¼ 4 to 6 minims
In every case the proportional meaning of each double signature is cumulative. The semibreves of the first sign are proportioned to the semibreves of ; the semibreves of the second sign are proportioned to the semibreves of the first sign; and the minims of the third sign are proportioned with those in the preceding 2.
There is no direct theoretical codification of double signatures as used in the manner described here. The writings of John Dygon alias John Wilbourne do, however, offer a glimpse into the practice of using two or more mensuration signs in combination to indicate musical proportions, although Dygon's discussion considerably post-dates the practice witnessed in the Confiteor by more than four decades. 16 Furthermore, there is no direct correlation between the signs found in the Confiteor and those presented in Dygon's second treatise. Nonetheless, Dygon offers a very late witness (but one not unfamiliar with Continental musical practices) to the use of combinations of mensuration signs to indicate proportions, albeit in concept rather than substance. Dygon's contact with the Continent, as reported by Theodor Dumitrescu, and the earlier evidence for the use of this notational process in Continental sources, urges caution should we wish to jump to the conclusion that double signatures or the proportional use of mensuration signs represents a distinctly English notational practice.
A striking feature revealed in Ex. 1 is the way in which unusual signatures mask what are simple musical relationships of melodic imitation. The D^F^E^D motif, occurring for first time in bb. 3^4 of the Bass where it is governed by , is a proportional transformation (4:3) of the first four minims of the cantus firmus (as shown in b. 9 of the Tenor). 17 The staggered imitative entries in the Alto and Cantus are at first notated the same as the beginning of the Bass. However, what is heard as the motif at b. 8 of the Alto and b. 10 of the Bass is no longer written in the same way as the first three occurrences. Instead two out of three double signatures in this composition govern the fourth and sixth occurrences of the D^F^E^D motif (the fifth occurrence of the motif occurs in the Tenor in simple minims). Although the notes of the motif in b. 10 of the Bass are semibreves as in its first three instances, the duration of these notes is only arrived at through the layering of successive diminutions and proportions. The restatement of the motif in the Alto at b. 8 is unrecognizable in its written form. Instead of minims or sesquitertial semibreves, we now find longs governed by a double signature and an arabic numeral requiring several degrees of proportional dim- 17 Despite the assurances of Guilielmus Monachus, the meaning of is never equivalent to , at least insofar as the sign is used simultaneously with other mensurations; see De preceptis artis musicae compendiosus libellus, cap. 7 (Seay, 45). As discussed below, the successive use of this sign in all voices may indicate simply imperfect time with minor prolation.
inution. But why would this apparent level of notational artifice exist for a straightforward proportional relationship as heard?
Wegman argues that the notational complexity of the Confiteor stems from the composer seeking to demonstrate his learnedness. 18 Another equally possible explanation for the Confiteor's notational artifice (and one that complements Wegman's views) lies in the relationship between the significance of the text and this setting's symbolic use of musical notation. Article 16 of the Nicene Creed is the shared belief (confiteor) in the forgiveness of sins (remissio peccatorum) through receiving the unique sacrament of baptism, and thereby the promise of eternal life. The phrase Confiteor unum baptisma in remissionem peccatorum (I confess one baptism for the forgiveness of sins) corresponds to the sequence of unusual signs in the Cantus. Significantly, the genitive plural peccatorum is set in the Cantus to black notes just before the return to uncomplicated imperfect time with minor prolation at the beginning of the phrase Et expecto resurrectionem mortuorum et vitam venturi seculi (And I await the resurrection of the dead and life everlasting). It is not unreasonable to conclude that the notation at this point symbolizes the spiritual transformation and the forgiveness of sins received through the sacrament of baptism. Willem Elders notes similar uses of musical notation to symbolize the sung text in his study of symbolic elements of notation in music of the Netherlanders. In particular he observes the use of ternary black coloration in musical passages setting the phrase in remissionem peccatorum followed by a return to white notation in several transmissions of polyphonic masses by Franco-Flemish composers of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 19 According to Elders, the transformation of black notes symbolizing sinfulness into white notes is emblematic of the phrase remissionem peccatorum, the forgiveness of sins.
However, the notational symbolism of the Confiteor from the Missa L'Ardant desir also extends to the use of increasingly complex proportional changes in imitative entries brought about by unusual signs like double signatures in the Bass, Alto, and Cantus voices that contrast with the more pedestrian notation and rhythm of the cantus firmus Tenor. It is not difficult to conclude that the multiplicity of proportional relationships in and between voices is also symbolic at this point. According to medieval number symbolism, unity is divine. Multiplicity, by its increased removal from unity, symbolizes states of imperfection or sinfulness. 20 The multiple proportional mensuration signs in the Cantus, Alto, and Bass might therefore symbolize a state of imperfection that is removed from the divine unity. In more than one sense, the Tenor performs a transformative role in the Confiteor in relation to the proportional complexities in other voices. It enters after the other three voices have begun exploring their proportional puzzles, but it does so using simple note values in imperfect time with minor prolation. All voices return to imperfect time with minor prolation in b. 15. In other words the Tenor provides the mensural framework to which the other voices return, each eventually forming a mensural unity with the Tenor. The Tenor therefore symbolically brings about the transformation or metaphorical salvation of other voices, the removal (remissio) of their wayward proportions through the influence of the cantus firmus sung in regular note values. Significantly, the moment of complete transformation of all voices back into imperfect time with minor prolation occurs after eight breves of the cantus firmus melody sounding in the Tenor. To emphasize the number eight further, the Tenor leaps an octave, the interval at which pitches begin anew, to the first note in b. 16 and continues unconventionally in the same direction using conjunct motion.
As Vincent Hopper notes in his account of number symbolism in the Middle Ages, eight is a numerical symbol of salvation or rebirth. 21 In terms of ecclesiastical architecture directly relevant to the text of the Confiteor, the baptismal font was (and still is) often an octagonal shape. Several octagonal mazes, which Craig Wright situates as a physical performance space for metaphorically enacting the Harrowing of Hell, were constructed in the naves of French and Italian cathedrals in the Middle Ages.
22 Their association with the mythology of Easter Saturday, the day on which catechumens were traditionally baptized into the church, again emphasizes the importance of number symbolism in the late Middle Ages. Eight resounds in biblical texts and medieval theology as a numerical symbol of salvation or a new beginning: eight souls were saved from the great flood (Genesis 6: 10 and 7: 7);
23 Christ rose on the eighth day after Palm Sunday. 24 1 Peter 3: 18^20 explicitly connects the salvation of eight of Noah's family by the purifying flood with baptism into the church of the resurrected Christ. The eighth age in Dante's Paradiso (canto 27) is the age of final redemption. . 28 The current view is that Liebert's mass occurs in a layer of Trent 92 copied after 1436 (the dating for Du Fay's Nuper rosarum flores) and completed c.1440 in the Basle-Constance region. 29 The double signature used here indicates that three imperfect semibreves of the Cantus are sung against two imperfect semibreves of the Contratenor and Tenor. 31 This example, however, does not consist of one mensuration sign placed above another but two signs, and , placed side by side at the beginning of the Contratenor (see Pl. 2). 32 The Tenor commences in unsigned imperfect time with major prolation and the Cantus begins with the sign 2, but then moves to imperfect time with major prolation after passing through passages governed by the proportional signs and Used with the kind permission of the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford the third rather than fourth stave line. Reaney's suggestion has been followed here, although for the second semibreve in b. 6, his edition has an e, the manuscript an erroneous f, which is corrected to g here. Colour digitizations of the Trent codices can be found online at the page 'I sette codici musicali trentini del Quattrocento', TrentinoCultura.net, 5http://www.trentinocultura.net/catalogo/manoscrittimusicali/4. The dating of Liebert's mass is uncertain, although stylistically it shares features with compositions dated to the second and third decades of the 15th c. Liebert or Libert is documented as a singer employed at Cambrai in 1424 and he appears to belong to the first generation of 15th-c. 32 This practice is unrelated to the well-known use of pairs of adjacent signs at the beginning of a notated part in Johannes Ockeghem's Missa Prolationum to signify a two-part mensural canon in which one voice is governed by the first sign and the other by a second sign. after 2, its proportional meaning of 4:3 is construed relative to the durations governed by the preceding proportional 2 and not in relation to any other voice or mensuration. That in Cordier's rondeau functions as a localized proportion sign, contingent upon the preceding mensuration or proportion, is significant when we observe the same process in the Confiteor of the Missa L'Ardant desir and another work discussed below.
The 34 Both contain instructions written below certain passages of notes that must be sung in a duple (2:1) proportion (see the note to the Appendix for further details). 35 In the same passages, red/void coloration indicates a 3:2 proportion, which, when combined with the duple proportion, results in an overall 8:3 proportion between minims after the sign and perfect time with minor prolation in other voices. 36 In Boverio, on the other hand, mensuration signs, whose meaning is explained by a canon at the end of the composition, are written in the place of the verbal subscriptions and coloration in Codex Chantilly. In Boverio, a canon specifies that indicates a duple proportion; has its usual meaning of a 4:3 proportion. In the concluding passage of the Cantus, those two signs are combined to form a double signature indicating an 8:3 proportion. Example 4 compares the readings at the end of Pytagoras found in the Boverio and Chantilly manuscripts. The lowest staff in each system of Ex. 4 transcribes the passage in question. The use of a double signature in Boverio, however, appears experimental, since only appears in the same relative position in the musical rhyme at the clos. In this earlier instance, the effect of the earlier is multiplied by .
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The current view is that the Boverio fragments were copied in the second decade of the fifteenth century and that they can be connected with the Pisan papacy in Italy. 36 On the device in question also see Ursula Gu« nther, 'Die Anwendung der Diminution in der Handschrift Chantilly 1047', Archiv fu« r Musikwissenschaft, 17 (1960), 1^21 at 17^18. Gu« nther's use of the term 'subprolatio' is, however, problematic, as is her conclusion that a major diminished prolation (dubbed erroneously as major subprolation by Gu« nther) operates in the passages sung per medium. The notation in the proportionally diminished passage clearly indicates that minor prolation prevails, continuing the same prolation (and time) found in the previous ut iacet section. Gunther's remarks concerning the use of the mensuration sign in the Chantilly transmission of Pytagoras (Pictagoras) should also be disregarded. 37 For the text of the canon in Boverio, see the Appendix. Cf. Il codice T. III. 2, ed. Ziino, 57. In Ex. 4 red full notation is indicated by half brackets.
38 Ibid. 102^11. Ziino proposes two hypotheses concerning the origin of the fragments: a Pisan^Bolognese Franciscan house during the period 1409^17; or a private chapel of a cardinal from central-northern Italy during its sojourn at the Council of Constance in 1417. In relation to this last hypothesis Ziino suggests that the courts of Francesco Zabarella, Marino di Tocco, or even schismatic Pope John XXIII are likely candidates. This last suggestion has been examined further in Lucia Marchi, 'Intorno all'origine del codice T.III.2 della Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria di Torino', Recercare, 15 (2003), 7^37. Marchi proposes (p. 31) that the first part of Boverio (Tn T.III.2) was copied during Pope John XXIII's journey from Bologna to Rome (1410^11) or from Rome to Constance (1413^16 ), and the Whether Chantilly or Boverio reflects Suzoy's notational intention is obscured by the likelihood that both manuscripts are some distance both temporally and geographically from the composition's putative archetype. More important here, however, is the observation that double signatures existed already in the second decade of the fifteenth century if not earlier.
Polymetricism, like that found in Pytagoras and Pour le desfault, is well represented in compositions from around the turn of the fifteenth century, but notational devices other than double signatures are used to indicate relationships like those occurring in examples discussed above. Coloration, arabic numerals, and canons (written instructions)çsometimes like that found in the Chantilly Pytagoras, sometimes attached to mensuration signs as in the Boverio Pytagorasçoccur frequently, usually in a mensural framework of minim equivalence across the four basic mensurations indicated by , , , and . 39 There are a small number of surviving examples in which basic mensuration signs alone indicate polymetric relationships across voices. The first example Tellingly, the Contratenor in Le greygnour bien never uses to effect minim equivalence with the Cantus and Tenor voices; instead it relies on an array of unusual note shapes and minim-augmenting void coloration. Similarly, the Cantus and Tenor use three red minims in the place of two black minims. It is as though the mensural frameworks of the Contratenor (which begins with imperfect time with major prolation explicitly signed ) and the other two voices (for which the initial imperfect time with minor prolation is not indicated by a mensuration sign but is implicit) are mutually incommensurable: they are conceived and sung alongside each other in complex counterpoint but never really in the same mensural 'universe'. 42 Although less ambitious than Le greygnour bien in its rhythmic complexities, a second example of basic mensuration signs used to effect proportions at the minim occurs in the anonymous Ung lion say (Codex Chantilly, fo. 28 v ). This piece employs the older sign to indicate the proportioning of three minims to two minims of imperfect time with minor prolation; unusually, the sign indicates that mensuration.
There are no explicit clues concerning the unusual proportional meaning of seemingly basic mensuration signs in Le greygnour bien and Ung lion say (even if the second example uses an older style of signs). More commonly, a scribe supplies a written instruction, otherwise known as a canon in the literal sense of 'a rule', to prescribe a meaningçusually proportionalçfor one or more mensuration signs. Johannes de Janua's Une dame requis (Modena A, fo. 12 r ) illustrates this common practice, although the method by which relationships between mensurations are specified is unusual. The Cantus of this ballade sporadically uses to indicate six minims in the place of 41 Because Matheus's compositions are preserved in black notation, I will use black notes here; black minims should not be confused with semiminims that were used in white notation sources after c.1430.
42 On this basis, it is a stretch to conclude that in this piece indicates a duple proportion, as in Busse Berger, Mensuration and Proportion Signs, 54 n. 9 and 172. The sign indicates a 4:3 proportion in relation to the preceding imperfect time, major prolation in the Contratenor, and therefore only incidentally produces a duple proportion with the Cantus and Tenor. Busse Berger is also incorrect concerning the use of this sign in Philipoctus de Caserta's Par le grant senz d'Adriane, based upon a misunderstanding of the meaning of the sign . Here, as in a few other instances from around the turn of the 15th c., this sign indicates imperfect time, with major prolation indicated intrinsically. four in . The same voice also uses to indicate nine minims sung in the place of four minims in . 43 A canon stipulates this unusual set of relationships with the instruction that 'everything in this song (cantus) is performed (lit. drawn out) under the one measure (mensura)' (see Appendix for the original Latin), an instruction requiring the equivalence of breves in all mensurations. 44 There is little doubt that breve equivalence is required in Une dame requis, but can the same be said for Le greygnour bien and Ung lion say? In Le greygnour bien breve equivalence is implicit but, as I have stated, only occurs in terms of the relationship of the Contratenor to the other voices; the extraordinary length to which the notator goes to indicate 2:3 proportions in this voice using coloration without a thought to using argues against breve equivalence as a notational determinant in Le greynour bien. For Ung lion say, there is little in the notation to indicate that breve equivalence is an underlying concept; instead its mensuration signs have a proportional significance and breve equivalence is accidental. As example after example illustrates in early fifteenth-century sources, the majority of mensuration signs used in an implicit non-normative manner or attached to an explicit canon (see Appendix) are proportional in their meaning or are imbued with a proportional significance.
What can be observed as we move backwards in the source chronology from the Missa L'Ardant desir to Suzoy's Pytagoras is a conceptual shift in the meaning of double signatures. In the Confiteor, double signatures function so that each mensuration sign represents a distinct quantity of minims or semibreves. Together they indicate a proportion, the upper mensuration sign also determining the subsequent mensuration. The same cannot be always said for the earlier signs that represent contingencies and experiments soon replaced by other notational processes. Busse Berger considers Liebert's signature the result of breve equivalence but I am not convinced that this is an adequate, let alone accurate, way of conceptualizing this practice during the first half of the fifteenth century. In French ars nova notation and its descendant in the first half of the fifteenth century, minims are equivalent across the four basic mensurations, and for this reason proportions are construed in the first instance to override this inherent relationship. In the case of Liebert's Qui propter there is little to indicate that the double signature needs to be understood according to breve equivalence; rather, just like the examples discussed above in which simple mensuration signs are used to indicate proportional relationships between minims, Liebert's sign indicates six minims (organized according to perfect time with minor prolation) sung proportionally in the place of four in the other voices.
I would argue that the use of a double signature at the beginning of Cordier's Pour le desfault represents a process of adaptation, especially if we recall that Oxford 213 is one of the earliest sources written largely in white notation. In black notation sources like the Codex Chantilly and Modena A, there are several examples where void red coloration indicates a 4:3 proportion in relation to the prevailing mensurations and to other voices. 45 For indicating proportions more complex than 3:2 in white notation, 43 On theoretical codification of for indicating a 9:4 proportion between minims see Busse Berger, Mensuration and Proportion Signs, 55, 61, 68, 71, and 177. 44 On the concept of mensura in 15th-c. proportional mensuration signs and proportion signs replace coloration using different inks. The double signature at the beginning of Pour le desfault is one of the limited number of possibilities for indicating the required proportional relationship between parts in white notation. Yet solutions to the challenges brought about by the switch to white notation already appear in black notation pieces ascribed to Cordier and the notational innovations contained therein possibly facilitated the transition to white notation. Cordier's famous Tout par compas (written on circular staves in Codex Chantilly, fo. 12 r ) uses the sign 4 3 to indicate the 4:3 proportion in relation to previous minims in . When we arrive at the Boverio transmission of Pytagoras, there is no doubt that its notation functions proportionally relative to the minim and that minims are equivalent across the four basic mensurations. Notational inconsistency in this transmission suggests, however, that we are witnessing at first hand scribal intervention and experimentation. This is not to dismiss the instance of a double signature in the Boverio Pytagoras as accidental and therefore inconsequential to a history of notational process; rather what we see here is a scribe working at the very cutting edge of music writing, drawing on the multitude of notational experiments that flourished around the turn of the fifteenth century.
A further point to make is that I am not proposing that the use of double signatures observed in early fifteenth-century sources directly influenced those encountered in CS 51. Indeed, the examples in CS 51 operate in different ways mensurally compared to the earliest examples. CS 51's double signatures rely in part on semibreve equivalences, some proportional signs, and the traditional relationship of basic mensuration signs to one another in terms of perfect or imperfect breves and minim equivalence. The earlier uses of double signatures are in the first instance based on proportional principles, although the sign in Liebert's Qui propter bears a closer relationship with the signs used in CS 51 on account of the emerging breve equivalence between and . Clearly the message here is a simple (and possibly banal) one: visual semblance across sources cannot be used as a sole criterion for mensural meaning insofar as it concerns mensuration signs or signatures.
FURTHER UNUSUAL SIGNS
I would like to take this argument one step further by examining other uncommon mensuration signs found in the Confiteor of the Missa L'Ardant desir, again with a view to identifying apparent semblances with earlier surviving sources. The sign is related to the widely used . The meaning of relies on the normative meaning of to indicate a 4:3 proportion. The application of the stroke in in the Confiteor extends the significance of . Earlier examples of occur in two chansons in Oxford 213. It appears in Hugo de Lantins's Je suy exent (Oxford 213, fo. 57 r ) and is known to most students of early notation due to its inclusion in Apel's handbook on early music notation (see Ex. 5 for a diplomatic transcription). 46 Numerous complexities are encountered in reading Je suy exent that are relevant to understanding its use of . The relative tempo relationship between the first section of this rondeau, in which all voices commence with , and its second section, at the beginning of which all voices simultaneously change to , has received various interpretations ranging from precise doubling of tempo (1:2) to a reversed application of the approximate increase in tempo indicated by the stroke that indicated what Johannes Tinctoris called acceleratio mensurae in his Proportionale musices (1473^4). 47 While a preponderance of longs in first section of the Cantus may support either interpretation of in relation to the section, there are contraindications in the first section in its use of rapid minim triplets in the introductory melisma and, as we will see, in the relation-EX. 5. Hugo de Lantins, Je suy exent (Oxford 213, fo. 57 r )
ship of with other mensuration signs. That the simultaneous 'changes' in mensuration correspond to the musico-poetic structure of a rondeau offers further support for the use of cut signs in the early fifteenth century as a general-purpose sign comparable to the use of the signum congruentiae as a performance cue.
section of the Cantus after and indicates an 8:3 proportion. is also used, indicating in all but one case a 4:3 proportion in relation to either (relative to semibreves or minims) or (relative to minims). But the passage following the second in the Cantus requires eight semibreves to sound in the place of the previous two perfect semibreves or six minims of . That this second instance of results in an 8:3 proportion (semibreves) in relation to in the Contratenor and overall, and is therefore seemingly identical in meaning to , has prompted most scholars to conclude that the second instance of in the Cantus of this rondeau is a scribal error. 49 However, if we proceed by observing that certain mensuration signs have a cumulative effect (as already suggested above) and that the meaning of the second and is contextual, a different picture of this piece's notational practice emerges.
In the first section of the Cantus, the following sequence of equivalences leads up to the second :
In the second section, the following sequence of equivalences obtains:
The following observations arise from the sequence of relationships shown above:
(1) operates in two ways: the first as normative cancellation of the previous proportional mensuration sign ( ); the second as an indication of a minim-equivalent change of mensuration. To presuppose otherwise is to impose a direct relationship between and (though an incidental relationship naturally occurs) that does not exist as a sequence of mensuration signs in this piece.
(2) Intrinsic notational features, including the presence of semiminims and a passage of minims and black triplet minims in duple proportion (indicated by 2), suggest that in the second section differs in its mensural meaning compared to its first instance, which uses notes no smaller than the minim.
(3) indicates a 4:3 proportion relevant to the temporal unit of the preceding mensuration, suggesting the semibreve is the temporal unit in both and , and the minim is the temporal unit in . Unusually, the second proportions semibreves to minims in .
The notational complexity of this piece resides, therefore, not so much in its use of and signs, but in understanding the meaning of . Earlier discussions of this piece by Apel, Reynolds, and Bank have assumed that mensuration signs are related to a 'global' mensural framework or so-called integer valor (hence the difficulty with two signs apparently indicating 8:3), whereas the contextual relationship of successive pro- portional signatures practised in late fourteenth-century notation still has an important role in the notation of the early fifteenth century.
The use of mensuration signs in a second chanson in Oxford 213, the anonymous Tant plus vous voy (fo. 124 r ), is anomalous compared to notational process in the bulk of surviving early fifteenth-century sources. The meaning of signs in this composition is shown in the Table 2. Here the sign (drawn in this instance) indicates diminished (2:1) imperfect time with minor prolation and an implicit perfect mode. This particular meaning of the sign appears to be connected with the unusual practice of using to indicate simple imperfect time with minor prolation that is discussed further below. Another sign of interest to the present discussion, appears commensurate with , although once again context invites caution. only occurs after (which is always associated with coloration), after or . While it is possible that a lost canon may have once explained the meaning of signs in Tant plus vous voy, evidence furnished here and elsewhere suggests that the notational record of this chanson instead witnesses a rare set of notational practices observable in sources of the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
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It is also evident that was used at various times and places to indicate basic imperfect time with minor prolation without any proportional significance. 51 The use of the stroke with this sign in the two sources from the third and fourth decades of the fifteenth century in a passage of music that is clearly in imperfect time with minor prolation may indeed representças Bent surmisesçcontinued experimentation with the older meaning of this sign in conjunction with the practice of adding a non-proportional stroke to successive mensuration signs to indicate new sections or changes in texture, but not necessarily proportional or tempo relationships. But when it comes to the simultaneous use of çand even though I take Bent's point that the stroke may indicate inequality across mensurations 52 çit is clear that the stroke Another unusual sign encountered in the CS 51 Confiteor is . This sign was also long-lived, although its meaning varies in sources.
54 Table 3 assembles known examples of this sign from fifteenth-century musical sources used alone or combined with an arabic numeral or coloration. The two earliest instances occur in collections compiled up to thirty or forty years after some of the works they contain were composed, and so raise questions about the level of scribal intervention in subsequent copies. The first occurs in the ars subtilior ballade Ne Genevie by Johannes Cuvelier, transmitted solely in Codex Chantilly. There the sign specifies that the 'reverse dotted semicircle' indicates a 3:2 proportion (see Table 3 ). 55 This proportion applies at the minim level since perfect semibreves are required after the sign equivalent to imperfect semibreves in the preceding imperfect time. The application of the proportion results in imperfect time with major prolation diminished proportionally in relation to the previous imperfect time with minor prolation. Another early example (see Table 3 That sign contains the same mensural organization as the preceding sign, but it is diminished by a half part, that is a maxima is taken for a long and a long for a breve' ('Signum istud est medium praecedentis signi, cum omne signum reverse factum sit medium sui antecedentis. Istud enim signum eundem numerum tenet, sicut signum praecedens, sed diminutum de media parte, hoc est, maxima accipitur pro longa et longa pro brevi'); De preceptis artis musicae compendiosus libellus, cap. 7 (Seay, 46 ). In 1498, Gaffurius follows Tinctoris, concluding that the use of this sign to indicate a 3:2 proportion is an error ('quod mea sententia erroneum existimo'); see Franchinus Gaffurius, Practica musice (Milan, 1496; rpr. Bibliotheca musica Bononiensis, 6; Bologna, 1972), bk. 4, cap. 5, sig. ggv Here the sign indicates imperfect time with major prolation. All voices begin with and change simultaneously first to and then to in the following sections of this setting. Possible evidence for a proportional significance for the sign occurs in the form of redundant notes at the beginning of the Tenor and again at the beginning of the third section. In both cases the sign appears superimposed over a minim b 0 paired with a semibreve rest. But these durations and pitch are not part of the contrapuntal and mensural fabric of this piece. Instead this intrinsic, but redundant, sign complex might suggest a proportional relationship with the normative values of notes in the following section. On the other hand, the second Cantus consistently uses at the beginning of sections governed by the reversed sign in the other voices, suggesting that the scribe is not at ease with the notational conventions transmitted in this piece of music.
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Further evidence for the currency of a particular meaning of among turn-of-thefifteenth-century English composers occurs in an Agnus dei in the Aosta manuscript (fos. 245 v^2 46 r ), compiled around 1440, where it is used with coloration to indicate a 3:2 proportion at the minim. 59 When discussing its transmission in the Old Hall manuscript (fo. 107 r ), Bent attributes this piece to Lionel Power (c.1375/80^1445). 60 Again the sign appears to govern mode and time; minor prolation remains in effect. The Cantus, in which this sign occurs, unfortunately does not survive in the earlier concordance in the Old Hall Manuscript.
The meaning of in Power's Agnus dei is identical to that found in the Domine fili unigenite of the Missa sine nomine attributed to Barbingant and transmitted in manuscript San Pietro B 80, fos. 41 v^4 2 r . Christopher Reynolds concluded that the bulk of the manuscript (which includes the Missa sine nomine) was copied 1474^5 for the choir of San Pietro, Rome. 61 In SP B 80, the passage preceded by towards the end of the Cantus of the Domine fili unigenite (fo. 41 v , stave 3) is written entirely in black coloration and contains dotted black semibreves equivalent to three black minims. Importantly, all values in this passage are imperfect since the alteration of semibreve pairs before a breve is not possible. We might assume that use of in conjunction with coloration ensures that the 3:2 proportion applies at all levels of mensuration (breves, semibreves, and minims) formerly governed by . There is, however, a problem with this assumption. In the corresponding portion of the Contratenor (fo. 42 r , stave 5), is absent and coloration alone suffices to indicate the same 3:2 proportion. Trent 89 (MS 1376 ) transmits the same mass, but the equivalent passage in the Cantus is not preceded by and is written in a mixture of black coloration and dotted white perfect semibreves as shown in Pl. 3. 62 This earlier transmission is also slightly problematic in that it uses both dotted black and dotted white semibreves to indicate the same duration, a situation that possibly reflects on-the-fly scribal revision. It is possible that the Trent scribe's exemplar more closely resembled SP B 80, although we cannot be sure. On 58 See e.g. the sixth stave on fo. 29 v in which the regular imperfect major sign cancels a duple proportion (indicated by 2), or at the end of the seventh stave where the Cantus II voices use the regular sign and the other two voices use the reversed sign simultaneously. In the final section 'miserere nobis', Cantus I uses while the other voices use . 59 the other hand, the status of the in SP B 80 is equally questionable in the light of its absence in that transmission's Contratenor where the same proportional effect is required.
Johannes Tinctoris objected repeatedly to the use of mensuration signs to indicate proportions, singling out Barbingant's Domine fili unigenite for special criticism. 63 That Tinctoris knew a reading of the Domine identical to the version transmitted in SP B80 rather than a reading using coloration alone, like that in Trent 89, is suggested by the passage in his Proportionale musices where he criticizes Barbingant for using to indicate a 3:2 proportion 'in his Et in terra of the first authentic mixed mode'. 64 Had Tinctoris known the Trent 89 reading of Barbingant's Missa sine nomine, it is doubtful whether he would have censured Barbingant since the theorist considers coloration suitable for notating a 3:2 proportion in imperfect time with minor prolation. 65 A also occurs in a Sanctus of the anonymous Missa Hec dies in the Lucca Choirbook (see Table 3 ). Again its meaning differs from those already encountered above. 66 All voices begin with imperfect time with minor prolation in white notation (the Tenor and Contratenor do not enter until the tenth breve, the Contratenor with a preceding 'upbeat').
occurs twice subsequently in the Alto, the first time just over halfway through the statement of the second 'Sanctus' and the next time in the 'Pleni sunt celi et terra gloria tua'. The second passage is a duo, but the first instance of occurs in the four-part texture, suggesting that the sign is not used to indicate changes in texture. Three white semibreves after the first instance of the sign still need to be read in minor prolation, but the paired black semibreve and semibreve rest following the second occurrence of the same sign need to be read in major prolation. Minims are equivalent across both mensurations. Simultaneous with the first passage governed by in the Alto, the Cantus uses the sign and white notation. The minims governed by this sign are equivalent both to the minims in and to the minims in the passage sounding at the same time in the Alto, while the semibreves are again perfect. When occurs for a second time in the Alto, the Cantus uses the same sign instead of . Reinhard Strohm is correct in concluding that 'these signs have the same effect and are not strictly correct or even necessary'. 67 It seems that the meaning of varied over time and from place to place. While we might reasonably expect exchanges between English and Continental composers (especially in the early fifteenth century, when several English composers may have been variously present on the Continent) and increases in the dispersal of English compositions to the Continent through centres like Cambrai towards the middle of the century, there is once again a significant paradigm shift from black to white notation that necessitated a scribal presence of mind in the light of adaptations necessary for transforming more complex examples of older black notation into white notation. Add to this the shift from minim-equivalent notation to semibreve notation and our still incomplete understanding of augmented notation in Continental and English sources, and we are presented with a veritable quagmire of notational adaptation. Cuvelier's use of is uncomplicated in the sense that its proportional meaning is specified by a canon. That major prolation, however, is implied is significant. In Lucca, the sign has no proportional significance but appears to imply that the following black notes are arranged in imperfect time with minor prolation. White semibreves after the sign are equivalent to those governed by , although they represent a type of reverse coloration in the context of . A similar observation applies for the same sign's meaning in the St Emmeram Codex. Conversely, passages governed by in conjunction with coloration or a proportional numeral in Old Hall, Aosta, and San Pietro B 80 are always perfect time with minor prolation. This represents a shift from the proportioning of minims in Cuvelier's case to a more pervasive andçin the case of the Lucca Choirbookçsometimes mischievous breve equivalence. Yet in CS 51 we perceive a partial disjunction between the use of this sign in the Missa L'Ardant desir and its earlier instances. Here the sign is dependent on the 4:3 meaning of ; the dot in combination with black coloration brings about a transformation of the imperfect breve of into a perfect breve (but in both cases with minor prolation) after . The result is a 2:1 relationship between black minims in and white minims in . Strictly speaking, normal and coloured minims cannot be proportioned to each other since in the Euclidean tradition proportions can only be made of like things. The addition of coloration in passages of is therefore integral to the incidental relationship between minims across both mensurations; the sign alone cannot produce a 2:1 proportion in relation to white minims in .
The preceding survey of unusual mensuration signs in sources from the first seventy-five years of the fifteenth century has been conducted as an empirical investiga-67 Strohm, Music in Late Medieval Bruges, 235. tion of the meaning or significance of each sign on a case-by-case basis within the context of the notated musical composition in which it is found. While I have endeavoured to trace the use of particular signs over time, one thing has become obvious: the more unusual a sign, and the more dispersed in its use, the more likely it is that its meaning is only vaguely connected with signs resembling it. To take this conclusion a step further: a sign's apparent resemblance to other instances sometimes obscures what are different meanings residing in notational practice that occurred over time and varied from place to place. The centrepiece of this article has been my discussion of unusual signs (which includes double signatures) observed in the Confiteor of the Missa L'Ardant and the presence of signs of a similar appearance in earlier sources. In the case of earlier fifteenth-century sources, these unusual signs are only a few of a number of notational devices used to facilitate proportional relationships between voices in polymetric music, and to adapt older black notational practices to white notation during the first forty years of the fifteenth century. But by the time we arrive at the Missa L'Ardant desir, white notation had been well and truly entrenched as a scribal practice for at least the same amount of time that it took for black notation to fade from use. In that time, composers, scribes, and music theorists (discussed here only sparingly above due to my methodological focus) had expended considerable effort in refining, simplifying, and to some extent standardizing notational processes such that proportional mensuration signs were deemed superfluous. The preservation of these signs in CS 51 (preservation of an exemplar's reading must be the case since the notational device is unique and exceptional therein) in the face of what might amount to several decades of notational revision, reinforces the symbolic and numerological relationship between the music, music notation, and theological text at this point of the mass. But symbols are not always transparent, and the use of these old mensuration signs contributes to ensuring that the symbolic content of this section of music is only apparent to experienced singers (and scribes) of this music. Indeed, as we have seen, the double signatures used in CS 51 actually obscure simple mensural relationships at a notational level, but they also depend on new mensural concepts, such as perfect^imperfect semibreve equivalence, that indicate at one level a discontinuity in the meaning of this type of signature when compared with early instances.
Moving beyond particulars, in this study I hope to have offered some salutary examples in which any attempt to connect the dots of notational practice over the space of three-quarters of a century and over a geographical expanse that extends from England to Central Europe to southern Italy has proved impossible save for illustrating visual semblances. Notational meaning varies from place to place and over time. Thus, while studies like that by Fallows cited at the beginning of this article have been successful in illustrating stylistic echoes of the ars subtilior in musical compositions across the course of the fifteenth century, this study shows that the same cannot be said in regard to musical notation. The very lack of continuities in notational meaning may indicate that stylistic semblances as the seat of common musical meanings also need to be treated with equal caution. As a technology of writing, musical notation depends very much on the culture that uses it for meaning. We have seen instances where the meaning of notation, insofar as it concerns mensuration signs, varies from one musical culture to another, or at least a subsequent development of that musical culture. The potential for the change of meaning in musical notation must also be considered a possibility for the music itself when it comes to stylistic gestures like those discussed by Fallows. Surely, it cannot be assumed that those musical gestures have the same meaning as articulated culturally at either end of the fifteenth century. Such a premiss needs further investigation elsewhere but it suffices here to observe that proportionality in the Confiteor of the Missa L'Ardant desir symbolizes excess, even sinfulness. On the other hand, no such associations exist in the expressions of musical exuberance that one finds in the music of the ars subtilior, although proportionality can be used in an equally symbolic way as in, for example, Johannes Olivier's Si c'on cy gist mon cuer (Codex Chantilly, fo. 31 v ). There musical proportions correspond to the metaphorical division of the lover's heart into halves, thirds, and quarters. 68 This brief example suggests it would be an error to assume that proportionality and, by extension, proportional notation is always indicative of the same meaning in late medieval music. Rather, the context of each composition offers up very different readings. Although the methodology of this article has been empirical rather than critical in the sense of cultural history, its intent is to bring into focus the necessity of notational studies to proceed within a critical framework that begins to unravel the elaborate relationships of this technology of writing with the musical cultures that used it. It serves as an invitation to delve, for example, into the Geertzian webs of significance, and most importantly to recognize the existence of cultural paradigms in music notation that contribute to our overall understanding of past musical creativity and practice.
ABSTRACT
A number of unusual signs appear in the notation of west European polyphonic music in manuscripts from the first seventy-five years of the fifteenth century. Though they resemble mensuration signs, these signs behave as signatures, and are used to indicate proportions and other tempo relationships in music. Beginning with an examination of 'double signatures' in the Missa L'Ardant desir from Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Cappella Sistina 51, this study identifies earlier examples of rare and unusual signs in fifteenth-century sources. While the superficial resemblance of these signs across sources outwardly suggests a coherent and continuous history of notational meaning, close empirical observation of notational practice instead presents a picture of semantic discontinuity. Many unusual signs are associated with proportional effects in music. It is clear that similar notational devices and proportional effects symbolize radically different ideas in the texts of vocal compositions. This suggests that over time and place these unusual signs differ in their symbolic and therefore cultural associations. This state of epistemic discontinuity requires scholars to reassess any argument proposing the continuation of flamboyant musical styles first observed in the turn of fifteenth-century ars subtilior into the later fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. contratenor of the ballade is as such: in 4:3 proportion at the thrice-dotted circle, in 3:2 at the reversed semicircle, in 3:8 at 8, in 2:1 at the double circle, in 5:2 at 4 and in 8:3 at the semicircle, the rest however as is) (continued) 
